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The lexical stock of North-Eastern Neo-Aramaic (NENA)
1 exhibits a large number of puzzling words of unknown or doubtful origin, and is fraught with tantalizing etymological conundrums awaiting solution. To select just a few examples from a small number of NENA dialects 2 -what might be the respective etyma of C.Urmišlg 'to pluck, extract, * Akkadian, Kurdish and Syriac words are usually given without reference when they can readily be tracked down in the following dictionaries: Akkadian: AHw, CAD; Kurdish: T. Wahby and C.J. Edmonds, A Kurdish-English Dictionary 1 NENA consists of dialects spoken (or originally spoken) east of the Tigris river in Kurdistan, the plain of Mos . ul and Iranian Azerbaijan.
2 The lexical data offered in this paper refer to the following Neo-Aramaic dialects: Betanurešwixa 'fool', A-T . iare haṫ @ṁ ṫ a 'very wealthy (man)', 4 S-T . iare xūta 'ford', or Baz pode 'snot', with cognates such as C.Urmi pūdı, 'Aqra poż e and J.Sanandaj bolé? None of these lexemes can be decisively identified as stemming from a foreign source, nor do they appear to have an ascertained Aramaic ancestry. At least some of them may well be genuine Aramaic words that have drifted so radically from their forbears during the long course of Aramaic history, having been reshaped by phonological, morphological, semantic, or accumulative, many-faceted processes, that their origins are no longer readily recognizable.
Such radical changes have indeed occurred in many NENA words of Aramaic provenance. Compare, e.g., J.Koy Sanjaq nḣālá 'ear' with its precursor attested in Syriac as atu : h; n; d\ aI a plural form of an; daI 
